The ambient vibration testing (AVT) measurement of concrete dams on full-scale can show the practical dynamic properties of structure in the operation state. For most current researches, the AVT data is generally analyzed to identify the structural vibration characteristics, that is, modal parameters. The identified modal parameters, which can provide the global damage information or the damage location information of structure, can be used as the basis of structure health monitoring. Therefore, in this paper, the health monitoring method of concrete dams based on the AVT is studied. The kernel principle analysis (KPCA) based method is adopted to eliminate the effect of environmental variables and monitor the health of dam under varying environments. By taking full advantage of the AVT data obtained from vibration observation system of dam, the identification capabilities and the warning capabilities of structural damage can be improved. With the simulated AVT data of the numerical model of a concrete gravity dam and the measured AVT data of a practical engineering, the performance of the dam health monitoring method proposed in this paper is verified.
Introduction
The safety of concrete dams, such as gravity dams, buttress dams, and arch dams, is directly related to not only its social and economic benefits, but also the personal and property safety of residents around the reservoir area. Therefore, it is of great importance to monitor the health of concrete dams using the obtained real-time information. Structure health monitoring (SHM) [1] is a process to search for reasonable and economical ways to monitor structural state, so that its remaining structural life can be known and possibly extended. For traditional static dam health monitoring methods, the commonly measured quantities are displacement, seepage flow, temperature, and so forth. With the measured data of these quantities, we usually can only detect the local damage of a structure where the instruments are installed and it is very difficult to evaluate the global state of large hydraulic structures. The structural vibration characteristics, such as frequencies, damping ratios, and modal shapes, can reflect the local and the global structural damage information.
In addition, with the construction of vibration monitoring system of structures, such as the dam strong earthquake monitoring system and the powerhouse vibration monitoring system, the real-time vibration monitoring data of concrete dams can be acquired conveniently now. Therefore, recently, the vibration-based structural health monitoring technology is widely concerned in the hydraulic engineering [2] .
For the vibration-based structure health monitoring technique, the vibration response data of a structure under external excitations should be measured by some sensors at first, and then the structural vibration characteristics are extracted using the data. The structural vibration characteristics generally refer to modal parameters, which include natural frequencies, mode shape vectors, and coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC). In hydraulic engineering, early dam modal identification is based on experimental modal analysis (EMA) [3] and physical model testing [4] . While the complex boundary of a dam-foundation-water system is difficult to simulate in physical model testing, the EMA suffers from certain limitations, such as a need for artificial vibration excitation, which is usually expensive and limited by the risk of damaging the structure. The ambient vibration testing (AVT) data of concrete dams on full-scale can show the practical dynamic properties of structure in the operation state without using any expensive artificial excitations. Therefore, it is a very good way to study the dynamic properties of dam based on the AVT and it attracted much attention in hydraulic engineering [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Although, for concrete dams and some other hydraulic structures, the good performance of vibration-based structure health monitoring method has been verified by some numerical and experimental investigations, its application in practical hydraulic engineering is still very limited. The main reason for it is that the effect of some environmental variables, such as temperature, water level, and rainfall, cannot be ignored directly in practical engineering as in numerical and experimental investigations. The environmental variability often results in changes in the structural system [12] [13] [14] [15] . These changes, too, may be interpreted as damage, which will bring much difficulty to the health monitoring of structure. Therefore, it is very important to remove the effect of environmental variables before making heath monitoring on a dam based on the identified modal parameters. In order to make structure heath monitoring under varying environment, Sohn et al. [12] , Yan et al. [13] , Deraemaeker et al. [14] , and Ni et al. [15] have made some research for bridge structures. For concrete dams and other hydraulic structures, since the relationship between environmental variables and structural vibration characteristics is more complex, the methods mentioned above may not be applied directly.
In order to study the health monitoring method of dam based on AVT, in this work, the modal parameters identification method of dam under ambient excitations is studied at first. With the identified modal parameters, the kernel principle analysis (KPCA) [16] based method is adopted to eliminate the effect of environmental variables. Then, the square prediction errors (SPE) control charts and the contribution plots are used to detect damage and find the locations of damage, respectively. At the final of this work, a numerical example and an engineering example are used to verify the proposed dam health monitoring method based on the AVT and KPCA.
Modal Identification of Concrete Dams Using AVT
The modal identification of concrete dams based on AVT can be categorized as the structural operation modal analysis (OMA) problem. The research on this problem attracted considerable attention recently. For example, based on the AVT, Loh and Wu [6] used the stochastic subspace identification (SSI) model, Kou et al. [7] used the autoregression with eXtra inputs (ARX) model, and Darbre et al. used the enhanced frequency domain decomposition (EFDD) method, respectively, to identify the modal parameters of dams. In this paper, the modal parameters identification method based on Hankel matrix joint approximate diagonalization (HJAD) technology, which has strong robustness, high computation efficiency, and being able to estimate more active modes than the number of available sensors, is adopted. The detail of HJAD-based modal identification method can be found in reference [8] . In the following section, a brief introduction of some principles of this method will be made. 
where M ∈ R × , C ∈ R × , and K ∈ R × are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the system, respectively; x( ),ẋ ( ),ẍ ( ), and f( ) ∈ R ×1 are the relative displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force vectors; f( ) is generally expressed in the form f( ) = B 2 u( ); matrix B 2 ∈ R × describes the inputs in space; and vector u( ) ∈ R describes the inputs in time.
For a nonclassical damping system, we usually use the state space model, namely, the first order differential or difference equation of state variables, to study a structure's vibration problem. Equation (1) then can be rewritten in the state space as follows:
where
is the state variable vector; the state matrix A = [
] ∈ R 2 × is the input matrix; and the subscript indicates a continuous-time system. The observation equation is as follows:
where v( ) is the observation noise vector and the outputs y( ) ∈ R ×1 can be the displacement, velocity, or acceleration of sensor locations. For different measurements, the corresponding observation matrix G ∈ R ×2 and direct transfer matrix D ∈ R × are also different. The diagonal matrices C , C V , and C ∈ R × are defined as the output matrices for displacement, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. The observation matrix can then be expressed as follows:
For the AVT, usually the absolute acceleration responses x ( ) of channels are measured. Assume the ambient excitation is in the form of support excitation; then C = C V = 0 , C = I × , and D = 0. Then the observation (3) becomes
The discrete state space formulation of the dynamic equation as shown in (2) and (5) of an DOF system sampled at constant time intervals is given by The covariance function matrix R yy = [y( )y ( + )] of the measured vibration response is the basis of a variety of structure modal identification methods. Therefore, it is necessary to research the mathematical expression of this matrix. Before deducing the expression of the covariance function matrix R yy , some assumption should be made. As shown in Figure 1 , the boundary for a dam-foundation-reservoir system is generally very complicated. Ambient excitation sources may come from an earthquake, microtremor, fluctuating pressure caused by discharge, and traffic vibrations caused by humans or vehicles or other sources. The measured vibration response of any freedom of a structure can be taken as the comprehensive effect of all these excitations. Unlike the prescribed excitation, used in numerical simulation and experiments, the ambient excitation of concrete hydraulic structures usually can not be directly measured. In practical applications, various types of ambient excitation and the observation noise are assumed to be stochastic band-limited white noise sequences.
Based on the discrete state space formulation (6) and the assumptions on ambient excitations and observation noise, the covariance function matrix can be deduced to have the expression as follows:
As shown in (7), the covariance function matrix is related only to the initial state and system parameters (modal parameters) of the structure. Thus, the expression is similar to that of the structural free vibration response and the impulse response. In other words, for a structure under white noiselike support excitation, the covariance function matrix of the measured acceleration can be used to replace the structure's impulse response when the time delay is big enough; that is, > 0 .
HJAD-Based Modal Identification
Method. Define a vector Y which consists of the measured AVT data of channels y ∈ R ×1 and its time-lagged data:
where is the time delay ( × > ). The Hankel matrix H( ) ∈ R 2 ×2 can then be defined as follows: As shown in (7), R yy ( ) ( = , + 1, . . . , + 2 − 2) has similar expression with the structural free vibration response when the time delay is large enough. Based on this, the following decomposition formation of Hankel matrix H( ) can be obtained:
where Θ = [
] and Φ and Φ are the real parts and the imaginary parts of complex mode shapes, respectively; Σ( ) = exp{Λ }, Λ = diag( 1 , . . . , ), 1 , . . . , , are the eigenvalues of the system matrix A ;
Rqq ( ) ], q ( ) and q ( ) are the real parts and the imaginary parts of the modal response, respectively.
Then, the joint approximate diagonalization (JAD) technique can be used to realize the approximate diagonalization of the Hankel matrix for small damping structures. For a group of Hankel matrices with different timedelays H( 1 ), H( 2 ), . . . , H( ), the generalized diagonalization matrix can be obtained by implementing joint approximate diagonalization (JAD) on the matrices, and the corresponding optimization problem is as follows:
The whitening matrix W is obtained using the PCA method.
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Figure 2: The principle of KPCA-based structure health monitoring method.
Solve the optimization problem shown above and obtain the generalized diagonalization matrix U. Then, the separation matrixΘ + = U W and the mixing matrixΘ =
ofΘ contents the real parts C Φ and the imaginary parts C Φ of the observed complex mode shape. In addition, the real parts q ( ) and the imaginary parts q ( ) of modal response can be obtained with the separation matrixΘ + .
The modal identification method of the (single-degree-offreedom) SDOF system is then used to identify the natural frequencies and damping ratios. The coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC) proposed by Lieven and Ewins [18] is calculated by
where Φ an Φ are the component of the th mode shape vector of the undamaged baseline structure and the structure to compare, respectively.
Dam Health Monitoring under Varying Environment
For dams and other hydraulic structures, the effect of some environmental variables, such as temperature, water level, and rainfall, on the identification results of vibration characteristics cannot be ignored directly in practical engineering. This may bring many difficulties to the health monitoring of dam under varying environment. In order to monitor the health of a structure under varying environment, a commonly used method which seeks to remove the variability due to environment without measuring the environmental variables is the principle analysis (PCA) method proposed by Deraemaeker et al. [14] . PCA is a linear data analysis method in nature and has good performance for processing the linear data of identified vibration characteristics. For data with strong nonlinearity, using the PCA-based structure health monitoring method will bring out great false alarm rate and missing alarm rate. Therefore, in this section, the KPCA method which is the extended nonlinear version of PCA method is adopted to detect structural damage of dam under ambient excitation and varying environment.
The Kernel Principle Analysis Method.
The learning process of PCA and KPCA needs some training samples which are vibration characteristics for the vibration-based structure health monitoring problem. As shown in Figure 2 , PCA is performed in the original observation space, whereas KPCA is carried out in the extended feature space. KPCA is a type of kernel-based machine learning method in nature. Let F be the identified vibration characteristics ( order natural frequencies, components of a mode shape vector, components of COMAC, etc.) and let F 1 , . . . ,F be the identified vibration characteristics using the observed AVT measurements of undamaged dam, at different times. The (or ) dimensional time series will be used as the training sample of KPCA learning. By a nonlinear mapping Θ : F ∈ R → ∈ R ℎ , the samples are extended into the hyperdimensional feature space. The dimension of feature space, ℎ, can be arbitrarily large or even infinite. After using the nonlinear mapping, the data in the feature space may have more simple structure than in the original observation space.
Assuming Θ(F 1 ), . . . , Θ(F ) have been mean-centered, then the linear PCA can be conducted in the extended dimensional feature space by diagonalizing the sample covariance matrix S ∈ R ℎ×ℎ which can be calculated in the feature space as follows:
In order to perform PCA, the eigenvalue decomposition is implemented to the matrix S, that is, solving the following eigenvalue problem:
where > 0 is the eigenvalue and v ̸ = 0 is the eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix S. All the solutions v lie in the Shock and Vibration 5 span (Θ (F 1 ) , . . . , Θ(F )) and can be expressed by the linear combination of Θ(F 1 ), . . . , Θ(F ) as
The problem is then reduced to that of finding the coefficients ( = 1, 2, . . . , ).
Multiply with Θ(F ) from the left of both sides in (14) , then the following expression can be obtained:
By defining the kernel matrix = ⟨Θ(F ), Θ(F )⟩, ( , = 1, 2, . . . , ), the eigenvalue problem shown in (14) can be rewritten as
where ∈ R , ‖ ‖ 2 = 1/ .
The kernel matrix (K) = (x , x ) = Θ(x ) Θ(x ) should satisfy Mercer's condition such that (K) corresponds to an inner product in the feature space. The kernel matrix is calculated using the kernel function (⋅). The most commonly used kernel function is the Gaussian kernel function (F , F ) = exp(−|F − F |/ 2 ). The parameter is automatically determined to maximize the information (variance) of the first principal component, since it is relevant to the operational variation. To accomplish this, the width value that maximizes the difference between the first and second eigenvalues is selected.
After constructing the principal components in the feature space, the th projection of the centered value Θ(F ) in feature space of the new sample F new is calculated using the following equation:
where is the number of principle components in the feature space.
After calculating the nonlinear principles of identified vibration characteristics based on the KPCA, the reconstructed dataF in the original observation space, which reflects the effect of environmental variables, can be calculated using the method proposed by Mika et al. [16] .
Then the SPE metrics can be calculated by
where ‖ ⋅ ‖ 2 is the 2 norm operator.
For a structure without damage, the error vector = F−F is mainly the effect of noise and other stochastic distribution. If the error vector is assumed to be normally distributed, the upper control limit (UCL) of SPE can be determined using the following equation [19] :
where = ∑ = +1 , the th eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of samples; ℎ 0 = 1 − 2 1 3 /3 2 2 ; is the critical value of normal distribution when the testing level is .
For a structure with damage, the error vector will include the effect of structure damage; then the distribution of it will change and the calculated SPE metrics will exceed the UCL and then the damage of structure can be found.
The Contribution Plots.
When the calculated SPE norm exceeds the UCL, the contribution plots [20] can be adopted to find the locations of structural damage. Rewrite the expression of SPE shown in (19) as follows:
in which F is a vector which is composed of the th component of the identified modal parameters;F is a vector composed of the reconstructed data of F by KPCA; Cspe is the contribution of component of vibration characteristic to the SPE norm. For modal shapes, COMAC, and other metrics which can give the information of damage location, if the contribution of its th component to the SPE norm is obviously larger than that of other components, it means that damage may occur around the locations corresponding to the component . Therefore, using the SPE contribution plots and modal parameters with damage location information, it is easily to find structure damage locations.
The Procedures of Dam Health Monitoring Based on KPCA.
Based on the analysis above, some main steps of dam health monitoring method based on AVT and KPCA are summarized as follows (see Figure 3 ).
(1) For a dam in normal state, obtain the AVT data of it at different times and perform processes (removing the trend, denoising, etc.) to the data.
(2) Use the HJAD-based method to identify the modes of dam based on the processed AVT record. Then, we can obtain the time series F 1 , . . . , F of identified modal parameters with the sample number equal to .
(3) After normalizing these data of modal parameters by its mean and variation , the KPCA method is adopted to analyze the normalized multidimensional time series F 1 , . . . , F . Using the reconstructed datã F, the SPE metrics are calculated using (19) . Given a testing level , the UCL of SPE is determined by (20) for the dam without damage. (4) When the health state of dam is needed to be diagnosed, the new AVT is obtained and the steps 1∼step 3 shown above are repeated. The new SPE is calculated and compared with the control limits calculated using (20) . If the new SPE metrics exceed the control limit, the dam is abnormal; otherwise, it is still in normal state. (5) If the dam is abnormal, for modal shapes, COMAC, and other metrics which can indict structure damage locations, the contribution plots of SPE are used to determine the location of damage. For the contribution plots, if the contribution of component to the SPE norm is obviously larger than other components, it means that damage may occur around the locations corresponding to the component . The identified modal parameters using the simulated AVT data of case 1 are selected as referenced data. Then the health state of dam corresponding to other three cases, that is, case 2∼case 4, is diagnosed using the PCA and KPCAbased method. For the referenced data, the UCL of SPE norm is calculated by the testing level = 0.001. Based on the computation results of COMAC, the dam health monitoring results using the PCA and KPCA-based method are shown in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively.
Case Study
The comparison of false alarm rate and missing alarm rate between PCA and KPCA method are shown in Table 1 . The false alarm rate is defined as the percentage of alarming times to all the observation times for the undamaged dam; the missing alarm rate is defined as the percentage of missing alarm times to all the observation times for the dam with Table 1 , it can be seen that the KPCA-based dam health monitoring method can reduce the miss alarm rate and false alarm rate considerably, especially when the structure damage is small.
The SPE contribution plots of COMAC for three cases are shown in Figure 7 . From this figure, it can be seen that, for case 2, the SPE contribution has no obvious trend. But for the case 3 and case 4, the contribution of the instrument 5# is obviously bigger than that of other measurement points. This means that the structure damage is around the instrument 5#, which is in accordance with the practical location of simulated crack.
Analyze the Filed Testing Data.
A hydropower station is located in the middle stream of the Minjiang River in the Fujian province of China. The project is composed mainly of four parts: a roller-compacted concrete (RCC) gravity dam, a ship lock, a ship elevator, and a power generation system. The maximum height of the RCC gravity dam is 101.0 m and its normal flood level is 65.0 m, with a corresponding storage capacity of 2.6 × 10 9 m 3 . This project is located near the Taiwan Strait seismic zone, so seismographs are installed on the 19th (Table 2 ) and 25th dam blocks. The arrangement and location of these seismographs are shown in Figure 8 . In this study, only the vibration response record of dam block 19 is studied. The vibration record of 36 different days is used. The sample size of each earthquake record is 12,000 and the sampling frequency is 100 Hz. The seismic response record of channel 3 in four different days is shown Figure 9 .
The finite element software MS.Marc is used to calculate the structure's natural frequencies. A comparison between the identified frequencies using the HJAD-based method and the natural frequencies calculated using finite element method (FEM) is shown in Table 3 . From Table 3 , we can see that some modes cannot be identified. This may be because the modal responses of these modes are too weak to identify.
There are some differences between the calculated and the identified natural frequencies, which may be caused by the simulation errors of FEM.
The identified natural frequencies and COMAC of 5 orders using the AVT data of dam at 27 different times are used as reference data. The identified natural frequencies and COMAC at other 9 different times are used as monitored data. The dam health diagnosis result based on these data using the KPCA method is shown in Figures 10 and 11 . UCL is calculated by setting the test level = 0.001 using (20) . From the two figures, we can see that the health state of dam is normal at the 9 different times, which is consistent with the diagnosis result using the static monitoring data of displacement and flow seepage.
Conclusions
The analysis results of the numerical example and the engineering example show that the dam health monitoring method based on AVT and KPCA is reasonable and effective. Compared to the traditional PCA-based method, the KPCAbased dam health monitoring method can improve the accuracy of alarm rate considerably. Using some modal metrics which can give the information of damage location and the contribution plots, the damage location of structure can be found. With the extensive application vibration monitoring system of dam, such as earthquake observation system, it becomes more and more easily to obtain the AVT data of dam. Thus, the dam health monitoring method proposed in this work has good prospect to be applied to more practical engineering and it has significant meaning to make further research on this problem.
